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Abstract With explosive growth of the Internet,

the importance of the effective choice of web con-

tents rises quickly. Currently the concept of web

community is used for analysis of web contents and

classification in general, but the search for web com-

munity is difficult with a simple keyword scheme.

The search for web community is suitable for infi-

nite parallelism that quantum computing potentially

provides. In this paper, we apply a quantum al-

gorithm to a conventional search to propose a web

community search algorithm. In addition, we show

the effectiveness of the algorithm through prelimi-

nary experiments. We describe an instruction set

for a quantum computer architecture and show an

example of quantum computing codes for the pro-

posed algorithm.

1 Introduction

In the Internet with a glut of information, web
contents have been distributed more widely.
The effective use of web contents becomes more
and more difficult, and importance of effec-
tive choice rises. An idea of web community
is widely used for an indicator to analyze and
classify the circulation situation of web con-
tents [1]. However, discovery of web com-
munities is difficult by keyword search that
is current dominant, and search methods of
web communities by another approach is in-
vestigated as hot spot research topics. Quan-
tum computing is known as a more suitable
framework than Neumann type computing for
the algorithms of which computational time in-
creases exponentially by the size of data set.

In this paper, we propose a web community

search (WCS) algorithm for the search of an

arbitrary web page. The algorithm combines
a typical search technique with a conventional
quantum algorithm [2, 3]. We describe a pro-
totype implementation of the WCS algorithm
operating an adjacency matrix and evaluate
the effectiveness. In the implementation, some
part of quantum algorithm is encoded with a
quantum computer model and an instruction
set for a quantum computer architecture [4].
Finally, We describe the relevance of ”hub and
authority” and the algorithm.

2 WCS Algorithm and Pre-

liminary Experiment

Using adjacency matrix, we propose an algo-
rithm for searching web communities to which
a given web page pu belongs. We define for the
WCS algorithm a web community as a set of
web pages linking within a certain depth from
a given web page. In the representation of an
adjacency matrix of which element has binary
(one or zero) value, we define the web commu-
nity as a set of the elements with value one
in the neighborhood of the diagonal elements.
Next, we show the effectiveness of the algo-
rithm by preliminary experiments.

2.1 WCS Algorithm

In this paper, we assume a condition that we
remove the web pages which have been found
as an authority of a web community from the
target of the search in order to simplify the
algorithm. By this assumption, we make the
WCS algorithm to focus on a web page, and
search a web community in a directed graph
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with tree structure defined by the web page as
the root node. Among the row of the web page
pu, namely the uth row of the adjacency ma-
trix, we search for authoritative pages. When
the total number of web pages is N , the adja-
cency matrix A are expressed as Aij = 1 (i, j =
1, ...,N) where web page pi has a link to web
page pj, otherwise Aij = 0. In each page as
well, we keep searching for authority pages by
the depth limit given in advance.

When the depth limit is too small for the size
of web community, some part of web commu-
nities are given. When the depth limit is large
enough, all the web pages in a web community
are given. We describe the WCS algorithm.

1. Load adjacency matrix A, and input initial
web page pu and the depth limit D.

2. Replace elements of initial web page pu,
namely the uth row and column, with those
of p1 and stitute 1 for i.

3. Using [3], search for j which is 1 from the ith

row of adjacency matrix
∑N

j=1
Aij . But ex-

cept for the page whose flag bit is 1.
4. For all j which are found, exchange a matrix

element upper as possible with the jth ele-
ment. (except matrix elements which have al-
ready changed)

5. Set 1 to flag bits corresponding to j.
6. Substitute j for i.
7. Add 1 to variable expressing the depth of

search.
8. Go to step10 if there is no value in all elements

which follows the diagonal elements of search-
ing the web page, or the search reaches to the
depth limit D.

9. Go to step3.
10. Output all web pages which we found and exit.

2.2 Validation

The model of web community adopted by the
preliminary experiments is: 1) The total num-
ber N of web pages is 1200. 2) There are three
web communities and they are connected via
links of about N/20. 3) Each web commu-
nity consists of N/3, and each web community
in the neighborhood of initial web page pu is
c1, c2, c3.

A procedure of validation is: 1)Trade pu

with the top elements of the adjacency ma-
trix. 2)Create three web communities and gen-

erate an adjacency matrix so that each commu-
nity assembles in diagonal elements. 3)Expose
elements of the matrix at random. 4)Apply
the WCS algorithm. 5)Output the number of
pages which we found. Note that states of ad-
jacency matrix from step2 to step4 correspond
to ones from state1 to state3.

Next, on the basis of data in states 1 and 3,
we show the discovery rate of web community
c1. We calculate the ratio with the number of
pages n of c1 in state1 and the number of pages
nk in state3 of the kth trial in 100 trials and
inspect the average value. A value of n is 400
from a model of web community. We define
the discovery rate Ek of web community in the
kth trial as follows;

Ek = nk/n if nk < 400,1 otherwise.
Therefore, average value 〈E〉 of 100 trials is

〈E〉 =
∑

100

k=1 Ek.

2.3 Analysis Result

On the basis of data in state3 in once trial,
we show the evolution of the number of pages
which we found. In Fig.1, we plot the number
of pages which we found by depth of search in
x-y coordinate till the trial exits and the total
number of web pages is 1200.

Figure 1: Relation between depth and number
of pages

We can find more pages when we make the
depth limit larger. However, the number of
pages which we can find does not increase too
much even if we make the depth limit larger
than certain degree.

Next, we show three adjacency matrices
from step2 to 4 (from state1 to 3) in Fig.2. We
plot a point of 1 in each element of adjacency
matrix. The depth limit is 10 in this trial.
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As shown in state1, when a set of web pages
which is close to the page number forms each
web community, elements with value in the ad-
jacency matrix assembles to diagonal elements.
State3 is after applying WCS algorithm and
web community c1 gathers in the left corner.

Figure 2: Tidied up web community, Random
one, After applied algorithm

In addition, we show the result that exe-
cuted a procedure of the above trial. Variables
which we input are the number of web pages:
1200 and the depth limit: 8. 〈E〉 = 100.00...

The value of this trial is insufficient as an
experiment so that setting of the total number
of web pages is small. If we give the enough
depth limit to the total number of web pages,
the algorithm can be effective for the web com-
munity search. But when the total number
of web pages increases and we set the depth
limit larger, the number of steps increases ex-
ponentially. From the result of the prelim-
inary experiments, we can predict the effec-
tive depth limit considering from the compu-
tational amount and resource.

3 Quantum Algorithm

In this section, we show the part of the al-
gorithm that can be applied to quantum al-
gorithm in step3 of 2.1. The algorithm for
database search needs O(N/2) steps in Neu-
mann type computing for amount of data N
and O(

√
N) steps in quantum computing.

3.1 Quantum Unit Model and In-

struction Set

Quantum computer architecture which we al-
ready proposed [4] consists of Neumann type
units and quantum units. A quantum unit

model constitutes quantum register files, quan-
tum initialize register files, QR Selector and
quantum ALUs. Before executing the algo-
rithm, we assume all quantum registers are ini-
tialized. A quantum register file is a set of
quantum registers and each has some qubits,
and each qubit has some parameters. We ex-
press an arbitrary unitary matrix of two by
two with four parameters. QR Selector con-
trols quantum register numbers. The num-
ber of qubits that a quantum register has is
variable-length. In case of initialization, QR
Selector gets the same size area as a quantum
register which is specified an operation land
to a quantum initialize register and exchanges
each register number. A unitary matrix is exe-
cuted by phase rotation or phase rotation with
condition and the product of a unitary matrix
is executed by taking the sum of parameters.
The value that we observe a quantum register
is sent to a Neumann type register. We show
an instruction set for quantum computer archi-
tectures in Table1 that we define above.

3.2 Quantum Algorithm and Coding

In the WCS algorithm, quantum computation
is required in the step3. Quantum algorithm
[3] uses [2] and enhances only the amplitude of
states to satisfy condition T [i] = x from N el-
ements that the number of solutions is uniden-
tified. We can get one arbitrary solution by
observation and all solutions by repeating it.
This quantum algorithm is used in the step of
searching for 1 from a certain row. The be-
low program is an implementation of [3]. Some
parts of the algorithm are not written with in-
structions because of luck of space.

Store 1, N-Rm

Store 6/5, N-Rλ

L7 {Choose k at random}
Store j, N-Rk

{Repeat the paper [2] k times.}
{If the observe value i satisfies T (i) = x
then output i and exit, otherwise set m

to min(λm,
√

N) and back to L7.}
Stop

The below program is an implementation of [2].

Read N
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Table 1: A quantum instruction set

Quantum instruction Mnemonic Operation land Specification of a quantum instruction
Set a register length QSetLength Q-Ri,N-Rj Set N-Rj

?? as the length of Q-Ri
?

Initialize a register QExchange I-Reg.,Q-Ri Copy and initialize I-Reg.??? to Q-Ri

Phase rotate QRP Q-Ri, θ Rotate the phase of all qubits θ in Q-Ri

Phase rotate with Cond. QRPS Cond.,Q-Ri,Q-Rj, θ Rotate phase θ corresponding to Q-Ri which
only satisfies Cond. in Q-Rj

Observe QObserve Q-Ri,N-Rj Store the observational result of Q-Ri in N-
Rj

(Neumann type instr.) CPhase Matrix,N-Ri Compute the phase of matrix and store it in
N-Ri

?quantum register i, ??Neumann type register j, ???quantum initialize register

Load N ,N-RN

{Compute minimum n which satisfies 2n ≥ N .}
Store n, N-Rn

L1 QSetLength Q-R1,N-Rn

QExchange Q-R1,I-Reg
Read M
CPhase M , N-RM

QRP Q-R1,N-RM

Read D
CPhase D, N-RD

{Repeat the following till L2 O(
√

N) times.}
QRPS “C(Q-R1)=1”, Q-R1, Q-R1,π

L2 QRP Q-R1,N-RD

QObserve Q-R1, N-Rk

{If C(N − Rk) 6= 1 then back to L1.}
Stop

4 Discussion and Conclusion

There are two methods for the classification
of web communities, one is to arrest web as
a set of web pages based on link information,
and another is to regard it topologically as the
graph which consists of web pages and links.

Our WCS algorithm is equivalent to the lat-
ter and forms a tree structure whose top is ini-
tial web pages. But we remove web pages from
a target of the search if they are found once.
If we assume a set of web pages which forms a
closed path is a web community, when a cer-
tain web page is found for the second time we
can find web community in all web pages which
we found by expanding the WCS algorithm to
memorize paths of web pages.

In addition, classification of authority re-
lated to arbitrary topic is difficult because the

WCS algorithm does not mention anchor text
of each page and weight of links, and trace just
links. It is similar in case of classification of
hub. With an instruction set for a quantum
computer architecture we have already pro-
posed, some part of the WCS algorithm which
requires huge computational could be replace
by a quantum algorithm.

Incidentally, it may not be tied closely be-
tween all communities that we found and the
initial web page. It is our future work to calcu-
late the degree of relevance of the initial web
pages and web communities we found and to
aim at expanding the algorithm to be applied
in web communities of various types.
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